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Usually, zinc just gives its electrons to copper and then the process stops. Even though you cannot see it, the
light bulb or appliance slows down the electrical charge. However, once they are dissolved in water, they
become completely mobile. Have the students figure out how many potatoes they need to light their LED
clock or clock. Starting in with the tying of a key onto a kite, to with cars running on electricity. Usually, what
happens is the production of hydrogen at the copper electrode and the zinc electrode acquires deposits of
oxides that act as a barrier between the metal and the electrolyte. Another big question I had while researching
my project was "What is the role of the zinc and cooper electrodes? Have students compare and contrast the
performance of different fruits and vegetables. This is referred to as the electrodes being polarized. Electrical
engineers create circuits to help electrical energy perform work, such as lighting a room or keeping food cold.
With the Students Divide the class into teams of two or three students each. Students construct a simple
electric circuit and a galvanic cell to help them understand voltage, current and resistance. The potato acts as a
sort of buffer between the zinc ions and the copper ions. Try substituting copper pennies for the copper wire.
Have students experiment to figure out how to connect two potatoes together. Have students discuss how the
potatoes provide the electrolyte solution for the chemical battery to work. Battery Park City is located along
the west side of Lower Manhattan. How do we get the power to run these devices? Electricity is a form of
energy. Draw an arrow to show the current flow from the copper end to the zinc end. When the force of
repulsion between electrons and the force of attraction of electrons to the copper become equalized, the flow
of electrons stops. Students role play the different parts of a simple circuit and send small items representing
electrons paper or candy pieces through the circuit. Accessed September 28,  Elementary Lesson Circuits: One
Path for Electricity Students learn that charge movement through a circuit depends on the resistance and
arrangement of the circuit components. Numerous fruits rich in electrolytes like bananas and strawberries can
also form this chemical reaction. Solar power may be found on certain cars, some homes, and on RV's. Adult
supervision is necessary for the soldering of the alligator clips to the wire and when taking apart the battery.
Put the wire as far as possible from the nail. Set the multimeter on a low "DC volts" scale for voltage and "DC
milliamps" for current, so students can see the charge that one potato can produce. In a conductive solution,
the charge is carried by ions that move through the solution. Two potatoes can be connected together in order
to double the voltage, the same way you join two batteries together to double the voltage. The electrons
actually flow negative to positive. Note: Conventional current flows from positive to negative, so from the
copper, through the wire, back to the zinc. Battery Park City truly supplies all these three environments.
Commercial batteries, apart from their normal electrolyte, contain chemicals with an affinity for hydrogen,
which combine with the hydrogen before it can polarize the electrodes. Hand out the materials. Perhaps the
ends are not all connected from negative to positive, or perhaps there is not enough potato voltage. How else
can we power electrical appliances? Ask students to complete the worksheet either individually or in pairs.
The electromotive force diminishes and the battery stops working. Have them compare and contrast the
performance of different electrolyte solutions.


